What we do and our history

Services

Equipment

Cleon Fowler and CFPI Timing have a long and
successful history in timing track and cross country
events. We have been involved in athletic event
operation for over 11 years. We feel that we are the best
in the business and offer the most economical timing
option for your event budget. Our past and current
events are our resume. Check out our listing of past
events in this brochure.

CFPI is committed to meeting all of your timing, data,
and logistical needs. The following is a brief list of the
services that we offer to events on a regular basis.

Data Operations: We provide meet setup extending to
entry processing and comprehensive result distribution.

CFPI Timing can provide all of the equipment to make
your meet a success, from the standard timing equipment
to running time display boards. What follows is a list of
some or our equipment that we regularly use at events.
Other items and equipment is available in the event that
there are other services that you may require. We can
and will provide equipment that is not necessarily listed
here.
Finish Camera Equipment:
We
use
exclusively the
FINISHLYNX timing system
for this task. We can have
multiple cameras at your event
with independent systems to
ensure
an
accurate
and
consistent results evaluation.

Web Publishing: We can post the results to the internet.
Our web site has thousands of hits from around the
world. We post and maintain our own web site for
results and meet information.

Hytek “Windows Meet Manager” Data Handling:
CFPI uses “Windows Meet Manager” for entry
coordination and seeding of all of your meet’s entries.
Our onsite staff also organizes the starting lists and
results, with an emphasis on assuring that all of your
media needs are met.

CFPI believes that coaches
should coach athletes at
meets.
The stresses of
running an event diminish
your ability to work with
the athletes and get them to
perform their best. Our
company’s goal is to make
your meet a success and give you the opportunity to
relax and simply coach the athletes to the best of their
ability.
We will provide our expertise along with the latest in
timing technology to give your event the most accurate
and elaborate timing performance to help ensure its
success. We provide our full time timing expertise and
support services to put them at your disposal. Our
company is uniquely prepared for every challenge and
need that will come up for any situation. It is our sincere
wish to form a standard of excellence with you, your
event and your school.
CFPI Timing has earned the reputation as a leader in the
event timing industry capable of providing immediate
and effective results to make your event a worry-free
success. On top of this, we are intent on supplying you
with the best customer service in the business. We are at
your disposal 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to answer
any and all of your questions. We are available to work
with you in the production of a first class event for your
organization.
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Timing Service: CFPI’s main function is as a timer and
data operator. We will time all running events with
independent computer timing systems to provide
accurate and incontestable results.
Online Data Entry: We are able to provide meet set-up
and host a web-site to handle the entry process for your
meet.

Scoreboard Presentation: CFPI can provide its own
scoreboards to allow coaches and spectators to view the
time and results of the race or interface with an existing
facility scoreboard.
Additional equipment available: Wind gauges, false
start-recall starting blocks, souvenir finish line photos,
Portable large scoreboard display. Additional items are
available upon request. Call for information on our
additional items.
Additional Services offered:
Network Television Interface: We are able to work with
network television so that you can present a televised
event to a live TV audience. We can feed the network
live running times, results, and photo finishes or to
internal closed circuit system in the arena or stadium.
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Display Boards: CFPI can
provide all the necessary
digital display boards to
feature the performances of the
athletes in field and running
events.
Palm Pilots with FIELDLYNX: Palm Pilots are
provided to field event operators for efficient operation.

Remote Media results locations: CFPI provides a
remote computer located in the media results area
for instant results availability and ability to print
any result of the meet at any time. No need to have
result runners and a delayed in results to the media.
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Timing Service Costs

What they are saying about CFPI

CFPI has flexible pricing plans to custom fit our services
with your needs and resources. Our cost are determined
by the number of participants, number of days of the
event, technical equipment requested for the event, and /
or operation costs. Some amenities can be added or
subtracted to give you and your event exactly what it
needs. Give us a call or email to get your price quote.
Discounts are available for multi meet packages and
multi-year meets held at your facility.

Victor Lopez, President of CAC and Head Coach at
Rice University
“Cleon Fowler knows and understands how to run events
in Central America and the Caribbean. When we first
automated our championships, I wanted someone who
knew track and could put all of our countries at ease.
CFPI provides us with the most consistent and efficient
timing services for our highly competitive
championships.”

Past Events Worked

Dr. Jeanie Boyd, Associate Commissioner, Sunbelt
Conference
“CFPI is the best and most organized timing group that
our conference has worked with.
They allow a
conference meet to run smoothly.”

Special Olympics World Games- summer and winter
NAIA indoor and outdoor national championship
NJCAA outdoor national championship
Adidas outdoor high school national championship
Nike Classic indoor high school national championship
Pan American Junior championship
CAC Senior championship
CAC Junior Championship
Carifta Games championship
Central America Senior championship
Iberoamerican championship
Jamaican National senior and junior championships
Bahamas National senior and junior championships
Barbados National senior championships
Mexican National junior championships
Egyptian National Junior championship
USATF National junior championships
Jamaica national high school national championships
SEC championships
Big 12 championship
ICAAAA/ ECAC championship
Conference USA championships
Southern Conference
Missouri Valley Conference
Northeast Conference
Sunbelt Conference
Mid Continent Conference
University of North Carolina
Texas A&M University
Auburn University
University of South Carolina
University of Florida
Oklahoma University
5 different states High School state championships
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Geoff Cabe, Associate Commissioner, Southern
Conference
“CFPI Timing has been timing our championships for
the past four years. We had used other groups and none
of them had the professionalism and expertise that CFPI
does. They also provide us with the most economical
and efficient timing services in the business.”
Dennis Craddock, Head Coach at the University of
North Carolina- Chapel Hill
“CFPI Timing has been timing our events for the last
three years and their expertise in operations and meet
management. They give me and our coaches the time to
coach our athletes at our home meets.”

Contact Information
Cleon Fowler, Owner/ President
205-333-1112 / 205-394-4372
cleon@cfpitiming.com

Mike Jacobs, Senior Technician
(205) 837-4515 /
msjacobs@notsittingstill.com
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C.F.P.I. Timing & Data, Inc.
14080 Preston Woods Drive
Northport, AL 35475
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